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Introduction
The surge in the use of electronic components has complicated the lives of many sourcing professionals. With the 
enormous range of “connected” products reaching the market, electronic components are increasingly critical. The 
fast update cycle as consumers demand new capabilities means sourcing decisions must be increasingly nimble.

This report examines these trends and endeavors to answer important questions. What impact do sourcing issues 
have on business outcomes? Have the capabilities of sourcing applications kept up with market realities? What 
application improvements would be most beneficial?

This research, sponsored by Supplyframe, is based on an online survey of 217 decision-makers with responsibility 
for sourcing electronic components. All worked at an OEM company with more than 500 employees.

Key Findings
• Sourcing has a direct impact on business outcomes

 - 91% say sourcing issues have caused product launch delays

 - 81% have been forced to make expensive spot buys because of availability issues

 - 93% report compliance negatively impacts sourcing processes

• Early and effective collaboration between teams is key to sourcing success
 - 99% report direct benefits from early collaboration between engineering and sourcing teams

 - 79% report collaboration issues have caused product introduction delays and 85% say engineers select 
components that can’t be effectively sourced

 - 95% agree that the path to solving component sourcing issues requires integration of engineering, 
sourcing, and partners

• Existing sourcing technologies are often archaic
 - 89% report challenges with existing applications used for sourcing electronic components

 - 77% say ERP and PLM are not a fit for the needs of electronic component sourcing

 - 99% report challenges as a result of issues with sourcing applications

 - 81% report that their sourcing applications prevent the selection of optimal cost options

• Improved sourcing technology offers significant potential
 - 99% would benefit from additional capabilities or sourcing applications

 - 91% say their companies could grow faster with more effective sourcing technology
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Detailed Findings: Sourcing has a direct impact on  
business outcomes
Sourcing professionals, responsible for ensuring that all components necessary to manufacture an end 
product, are absolutely critical to manufacturing operations. If a single necessary piece goes missing, the entire 
production process can grind to a halt. There has always been a range of factors that can impact sourcing 
processes—suppliers can go out of business, critical weather events can shut down entire regions, or electronic 
component producers can have their own downstream issues. In the age of pandemic-related, shelter-in-place 
orders, the challenges to sourcing can be even more extreme.

This research clearly shows that sourcing issues are not merely an annoyance for the professionals who are 
responsible for solving them. They have a direct impact on many tangible business outcomes. The majority of 
companies (91%) that manufacture products with electronic components report that sourcing issues have caused 
delays in product launches. This includes almost a third (31%) who say this happens frequently.

Yes, frequently 
31%

Yes, occasionally 
59%

No, never 
9%

Do sourcing issues ever cause product launch delays?

91%
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Sourcing issues are most likely to result in product launch delays in two specific environments. When electronic 
components are “critically” important, sourcing professionals are much more likely to say that sourcing issues 
frequently cause product launch delays (36%) than those who say their electronic components are only “very” or 
“somewhat” important (23%). The frequency of product updates also impacts the likelihood of sourcing issues 
causing product launch delays, with companies that make major product changes at least yearly reporting that 
sourcing issues frequently cause product launch delays at a much higher rate (38%) than sourcing professionals 
who deal with products that are updated less often than yearly (23%).

23%

38%

23%

36%

69%

52%

69%

54%

9%

10%

8%

10%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Less often than yearly

At least yearly

Very/Somewhat important

Critically important

Do sourcing issues ever cause product launch delays?

Yes, frequently

Yes, occasionally

No, never
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It can be particularly frustrating for a sourcing professional to have done an excellent job at procuring a needed 
component for a good price, and then lose availability due to shortages or even EOL (End-Of-Life). However, this 
is a very common scenario among sourcing professionals. More than four in five (81%) report that they have been 
forced to make an expensive spot buy as a result of a situation like this.

Compliance is critically important for electronic components. No OEM wants to deal with bad press due to 
products causing fires or other safety issues. But compliance can have a significant impact on sourcing processes. 
Most sourcing professionals (93%) report that they are impacted negatively by compliance requirements 
including having to rework bids due to selection of non-compliant parts (62%), having their processes slowed 
down because of extra efforts to select compliant components (61%), and the negative impact on component 
availability (34%). “Other” impacts were also reported by survey participants including needing to meet specific 
specs and certifications.

7%

1%

34%

61%

62%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

There is no impact

Other

Negatively impacts component availability

Slows component selection

Requires rework due to selection of non-compliant parts

How do compliance requirements impact sourcing processes? 
Choose all that apply.

Yes 
81%

No 
19%

In the past two years, has your sourcing team been forced to make 
an expensive spot buy due to EOL or availability shortages?
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While compliance impacts every sourcing professional who works with electronic components, certain industries 
are more impacted. For example, those who work with aircraft and aerospace (80%) and medical devices (71%) are 
most likely to report issues with compliance requirements causing a slowdown of component selection.

31%

59%

60%

35%

67%

62%

31%

67%

63%

29%

67%

71%

41%

77%

80%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%

Negatively impacts component
availability

Requires rework due to selection of
non-compliant parts

Slows component selection

How do compliance requirements impact sourcing processes? 
Choose all that apply.

Aircraft or Aerospace

Medical Devices

Computers, Electronics or
Communications

Vehicles or Transportation

Machinery or Instruments
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Detailed Findings: Early and effective collaboration between teams is 
key to sourcing success
Sourcing professionals are in agreement (99%) that good things happen when sourcing and engineering teams 
collaborate early in the design process. The reported benefits are numerous including improved product 
reliability (58%), reduced costs (55%), increased ability to innovate (52%), shorter product launch cycles (47%), 
reduced employee frustration (45%), and lower risk in component selection (39%). 

Unfortunately, when collaboration does not happen, sourcing teams lose these benefits and there is a significant 
downside. Almost four in five sourcing professionals (79%) report that lack of collaboration has caused delays in 
new product introduction timelines. This includes a worrying 17% that report this happens frequently. 

Yes, frequently 
17%

Yes, 
occasionally 

62%

No, never 
21%

Do collaboration issues ever cause delays in new 
product introduction?

1%

39%

45%

47%

52%

55%

58%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

There are no benefits

Lower risk component selection

Reduced employee frustration

Shorter product launch cycles

Increased ability to innovate

Reduced costs

Improved product reliability

What are the benefits of having sourcing and engineering teams begin 
to collaborate earlier in the design process? Choose all that apply.

79%
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When engineers and sourcing teams collaborate, requirements that impact availability, cost, scalability, 
compliance, and risk can be identified early. Unfortunately, this does not happen for all sourcing professionals. 
Most (85%) report that their engineers select components that can’t be sourced effectively. This includes more 
than a quarter (27%) who report they deal with this situation regularly.

When considering solutions to sourcing issues, there is broad agreement that collaboration is an important 
factor. The vast majority (95%) of sourcing professionals agree that engineering, sourcing, and outside partners 
such as contract manufacturers and suppliers all need to be included in any solution to solve electronic 
component sourcing issues.

Yes, frequently 
27%

Yes, occasionally 
59%

No, never 
15%

Do engineers ever select components that can’t be effectively 
sourced (available, affordable, scalable, compliant, low risk, etc.)?

85%

Agree
95%

Disagree
5%

"Solving electronic component sourcing requires the 
integration of engineering, sourcing as well as outside 

partners like contract manufacturers and suppliers" 
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Detailed Findings: Existing sourcing technologies are often archaic
OEMs have made significant investments in technology for their sourcing teams. Unfortunately, these existing 
applications, often traditional ERP or PLM, do not deliver what sourcing experts need. More than three-quarters 
(77%) agree that these applications are not designed for the unique needs of electronic component sourcing.

There are specific issues with existing sourcing technology. Most (89%) sourcing stakeholders face challenges 
with the applications that they are currently using to source electronic components. They report that they 
frequently must clean or revise BOMs for new product component selection (39%), the workflows bring sourcing 
teams into the process too late (36%), systems are inflexible to adjust in times of regional or global crisis such 
as hurricanes or even pandemics (35%), processes are frequently manual with limited historical data (31%), 
engineering is not to consider given the ability to sourcing issues including risk and approved vendor lists (28%), 
and systems do not enforce negotiated pricing (27%).

Agree
95%

Disagree
5%

"Solving electronic component sourcing requires the 
integration of engineering, sourcing as well as outside 

partners like contract manufacturers and suppliers" 

Agree
77%

Disagree
23%

"Traditional ERP and PLM are not designed for the 
needs of electronic component sourcing"

11%

26%

27%

28%

31%

35%

36%

39%

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45%

We do not face any challenges

ERP and PLM systems don't support the unique requirements of
electronic component sourcing

Does not enforce negotiated pricing and preferred vendors with
contract manufacturers

Does not enable engineering to adequately consider sourceability,
approved vendor list or risk

Manual processes from quote to contract with limited historical data

Too inflexible to respond to regional or global crises and unplanned
risk events (hurricanes, pandemics, etc.)

Workflows bring sourcing teams in too late to effectively influence
design decisions

New product component selection frequently requires BOM
cleansing and revisions

What challenges does your company currently face with the applications 
used for sourcing electronic components? 

Choose all that apply.
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It is important to note that issues with sourcing technology are not just user irritation. These sourcing 
application issues have a direct impact on company performance. Almost all (99%) sourcing stakeholders who 
report challenges with their technology cite a direct connection between these issues and business outcomes, 
including longer product release cycles (50%), increased risk of component availability (47%), higher component 
costs (46%), barriers to innovation (36%), issues with scaling successful products (36%), and even having to pay 
higher tariffs (34%).

It is particularly alarming to note issues around costs related to sourcing applications. The intent of sourcing 
technology investments is frequently to optimize cost tradeoffs, but more than four in five sourcing professionals 
(81%) say that their applications actually prevent them from choosing the optimal cost option. This includes 
more than a quarter (28%) who report this is a frequent issue.

n = face challenges with sourcing applications

1%

34%

36%

36%

46%

47%

50%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

There are no business impacts

Higher tariffs

Difficult to scale production of successful products

Creates barriers to innovation

Component costs are higher than necessary

Increased risk of component shortages or availability

Takes longer to release new products

What is the business impact of these challenges with the applications 
used for sourcing electronic components?

Choose all that apply

Yes, frequently 
28%

Yes, occasionally 
54%

No, never 
19%

Do issues with your sourcing applications ever prevent your 
organization from choosing the optimal cost option?
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Detailed Findings: Improved sourcing technology offers  
significant potential
Given the issues that sourcing professionals report with their sourcing technology, it is not surprising that there 
is interest in improving their applicaitons. This is an area that is ripe for innovation.  

Almost all (99%) of sourcing professionals indicated that additional application capabilities would benefit their 
teams. We saw above that collaboration is important, and 44% indicated they would benefit from a common 
collaboration platform shared by engineers and sourcing teams. Similarly, 43% would value providing sourcing 
information to engineers during part selection. Two in five (41%) want an application that is flexible to match 
their workflows and processes, and access to OEM pricing that is shared by all manufacturing sites would benefit 
37%. Other helpful capabilities include improved access to compliance data (36%), electronic component risk 
assessment beyond EOL (35%), built-in access to approved vendor and material lists (35%), automated quote-to-
bid-to-award processes (32%), and aggregating demand for volume purchasing (31%).

1%

31%

32%

35%

35%

36%

37%

41%

43%

44%

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45% 50%

None of these would be beneficial

Aggregate demand for volume purchasing across manufacturing
centers and contract manufacturing partners

Automate quote to bid to award process

Products and vendors are selected from an approved vendor and
material lists

Electronic component risk assessment beyond EOL

Improved access to compliance data

Access to OEM pricing shared by all manufacturing sites and
outsource manufacturers

Flexible to match your workflows and processes

Provide sourcing information to engineering for part selection

Common collaboration platform shared by engineers and
sourcing teams

Which of the following capabilities for electronic sourcing applications 
would benefit your organization? 

Choose all that apply.
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It is not just sourcing professionals and their direct collaborators who would appreciate better sourcing 
technology, the entire company would benefit. Given the direct impact sourcing activities have on business 
outcomes that was reported above, it is not surprising to discover that nine in ten (91%) agree that more effective 
sourcing technology would have a direct impact on overall company growth.

Agree
91%

Disagree
9%

"Our company could grow faster with more 
effective sourcing technology"
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Survey Methodology and Participant Demographics
Independent sources of sourcing, procurement, and supply chain professionals were invited to participate in an 
online survey in April 2020. A variety of questions were asked on topics including issues with sourcing, state of 
collaboration, and challenges with technology. 

A total of 217 qualified individuals completed the survey. All had decision-making responsibility for electronic 
components in a sourcing, procurement, supply chain, or other purchasing function. All participants worked at 
OEM companies with 500 or more employees.

500 - 1,000 
employees

30%

1,000 - 5,000 
employees

45%

More than 5,000 
employees

25%

Company Size

Executive 
46%

Team 
manager 

43%

Senior individual 
contributor 

11%

Job Level

3%

20%

22%

27%

48%

58%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80%

Other

Aircraft or Aerospace

Medical devices

Vehicles or Transportation

Machinery or Instruments

Computers, Electronics or
Communications

Goods Manufactured

Yearly or more 
frequently 

57%

Every 2 - 5 
years 
39%

Less often than 
every 5 years 

4%

Frequency of Major Product Changes

Critically 
important 

64%

Very 
important 

34%

Somewhat 
important 

2%

Importance of Electronic Components
Less than 500 

6%

500 - 5,000 
24%

5,000 - 50,000 
37%

More than 50,000 
33%

Annual Product Volume
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About Dimensional Research
Dimensional Research® provides practical market research for technology companies. We partner with our 
clients to deliver actionable information that reduces risks, increases customer satisfaction, and grows the 
business. Our researchers are experts in the applications, devices, and infrastructure used by modern businesses 
and their customers. For more information, visit www.dimensionalresearch.com.

About Supplyframe
Supplyframe is the leading intelligence platform for the global electronics value chain. Our solutions sense and 
interpret billions of intent, demand, supply, and risk signals to deliver insights at key decision points throughout 
the entire design-to-market product lifecycle. Over 10 million engineering and supply chain professionals 
worldwide engage with our SaaS solutions, search engines and media properties to power rapid innovation and 
optimize in excess of $120 billion in annual direct materials spend. Supplyframe is headquartered in Pasadena, 
Calif., with offices in Austin, Belgrade, Grenoble, Oxford, San Francisco, Shanghai, and Shenzhen. To join the 
Supplyframe community, visit supplyframe.com and follow us on Twitter, Instagram and YouTube.
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